
5 life hacks to prepare for the exam in English
Teachers in the MAXIMUM occasionally have to solve the problems associated with the decline of motivation and activity of pupils. However,
when we are talking about the English language, there are ways to combine business with pleasure: to help the student prepare for the exam best
essay writing service free and unwind a little from school.

How to learn languages: the commandments of the polyglot

Share several ways that our teachers are actively used in the classroom and encourage my students to use outside the classroom as assistive tools
in school. These tips in an entertaining format will help the student to "pump" skills required for different sections of the exam in English.

Listening
It is no secret that the more the students will listen to a foreign language, the better and easier they will be to perceive it. How to help the student to
improve listening skills outside of class and with the exception of listening to records in the format of the exam?

Podcasts

More on this topic:

Tips for the student on preparation for the exam

Podcasts are an interesting alternative to radio or music. People record monologues or dialogues on various topics that are absolutely free to
download to your phone and listen on the way to school, courses or classes. For example, the channel Luke's English Podcast (YouTube, iTunes)
there are a huge number of arguments on different topics, starting from politics and ending with the popular game Pokemon Go. The English We
Speak BBC Podcast is the opportunity to learn every day, one interesting expression or idiom from live conversations between native speakers.
Even such "passive" or background listening of English speech will have a positive impact on the perception of language in the exam.

Ted-Ed

The conference main website TED may seem to the disciples a long and uninteresting, but here's a short animated video with subtitles many people
will like. Moreover, there is a great variety of interesting and original themes, for example, "How to invent a sandwich" or "How animals see in the
dark." These videos students can view at home (the project also has a YouTube channel), or teachers can integrate views in lessons.

Reading
The main problem of the students during the execution of the tasks for reading — they're trying to understand the words and not the meaning of the
text or separate paragraphs. Yes, we always advise our students to read more books in a foreign language, but sometimes they just don't have the
patience or time to deal with the books in the original language.

 

 

To pump this skill to students will help website Text Adventures. This is an entertaining alternative to the usual reading books in English. On the
website you can find interactive stories of various genres, which in the course of reading a person chooses further developments and, consequently,
the outcome of the plot. This website will help to improve both vocabulary and skills of understanding the text.

Use of English
The difficulties of translation as an educational tool

Serial rote learning of words and expressions for lexical and grammatical parts is the most unreliable option of remembering new vocabulary. The
exam is always stressful, and where is stress, there all jagged words instantly fly out of my head.

Quizlet

The app resembles Quizlet cards by which many people learn and teach words in elementary school. The app will offer several game options
memory cards (among them there are jobs on the multiple choice format of the exam).

 

 

Card students compose yourself, and better to do it without the translation of words into Russian language, and respecting the principle of similarity
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— for example, collecting a deck of cards of synonyms, antonyms, irregular verbs and so on. Therefore, with the help of this app you can also
repeat the grammar and expand your vocabulary for writing essay.

Chat in the messenger

Each teacher MAXIMUM have a General chat with students to share information and communicate outside of class. This is a very effective way
to maintain contact with each individual student and with the group as a whole. But the social network in the teaching of English can use and for
educational purposes. For example, our English teachers correspondence, make announcements, congratulated the students with birthday of the
English language. In addition, you can choose a word of the week and we use this word in your chat or to arrange a discussion of the new movies
(of course, also in English)..

Of course, all these methods are supplementary and do not replace a full exam preparation with study of theory, performing tasks, skills for the
exam and writing test works doing something in the classroom or online. But they will help to distract, entertain and to relieve pre-exam tension.
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